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Abstract
Franipton’s SU(9) model is detailed considering it as a G.UTh. with
SU(4) horizontal symmctry. We find a correlation among neutrino, horizontal
gauge boson and new fermions’ masses. With neutrino mass around 10ev
horizontal gauge boson is estriated to be as heavy as 6 x 1O’°Gev. The
theory also contains new charged current processes, B + L conserving and
2.
11. Introduction
The grand unified theories(G.U.Th.) have been proposed to unify strong,
[1]
weak and electromagnetic interactions Some of the models not only retain the
phcnomonologically successful features of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) gauge theory but
also predict very interesting phenomena such as proton decay and baryon nunber
asyimlictry in the universe, The present foim of G.U.Th. would, however, be in
complete in the sense that gravitational interaction is not unified and that the
fact of light family replication caunot be explained. The aim of the present paper
is to introduce a local horizontal synurietry among families and unify it with a
conventional G.U.Th. and study its consequences. Although there is as yet no
clear indication of the need of a lcal horizontal synrnietry we piore it as one
way of understanding the family structure. Then the first qut’stion to be asked
is what is the right horizontal syintr.2Jt was once assed to be
(H denotes horizontal”) the motivation for which was to incorporate only three
light families into the fundamental representation. Cii the other hand if we
believe in the sequence of successful physical gauge symetry)
U(1) C SU’4(2) c suC(3)
may be the next smetry to be exploited. By adding
1(4)
on top of
SU(5) we arrive at SU(9) G.U.Th. In this paper we study a SU(9) G.U.Th. proposed
by P. Frton4 The main puose of our analysis has been to present the
general features of G.U.Th. with a horizontal setry by taking explicit examples
of G.U.Th. By comparing (8)t3and SU(9) models one will see that most of the
features are shared by both models but they are very different so far as the
fermion mass spectnin is concerned. We pay particular attention to the fermion
irass since it could serve the purpose of squeezing down the candidates of G.U.Th.
C3J
In fact it is pointed out that SU(8) vector-like model is unlikely to survive
2unless a novel way of producing mass is found. The fermion mass is, in this
to arise in the standard manner i . e. through Yukawa couplings of
fermions and scalars with spontaneous breaking. Yukawa coupling constants are
assumed to be smaller than the weak gauge coupling constant in the lower energy
region to secure the asymptotic freedom in the region. (As we shall see later
the• asymptotic freedom is lost in this model in the high energy limit.) the
• masses of weak gauge boson 85 Gev and of SU’k4) gauge boson; larger that lO”Gev.
* ;Serv as very effective constraints on th9 fermion masses. We
small neutrino mass appears naturally and also that the dynamical creation of
mass is possible in this model. (See section III).
•
Other features of the model such as ormalization effects and charged...
currents will be studied in section IY and V respectively.
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to be not more than four. C!ajoyana mass was first mentioned in the context of
G0U.Th. by Gell-Maim et d has recently been discussed by mmy people
E6 ,7].
3 Gauge fields - -
New gauge bosons appear besides those of SU(S).
New gauge bosons SU (3) x SU (3) x SUH(4) charge
- - /, I-c) 0 -
:. -
(f). ( 1, 2, -)
L 1, i 1)-
- are &J(4) gauge bosons and cae te hange of flavour. and
t/are charged bosons and mediate B ÷ L conserving and L= 2 processes.
Being a singlet with respect to SUC(3) x SU(2) x SUH(4) behaves in a similar
nanner as of the SU(5) model. But we note there is no new mixing angle with
/
respect to weak and electromagnetic interaction because the charge operator is
chosen as in eq. (1). - -
4 Breaking pattern and gauge boson rnass
We assume the following breaking pattern - - -
(9)
— SU(5) x SU1T(4) x U(l) - SUC(3) x SU(2) x SUH(4) x U(1) x U(l)
C C ()
—i SU (3) x SU(2) x U(l) — SU(3) x U(l)
Step A and B could be realized by two adjoint scalar multiplets, d
4, i, , i, :)
0
where 10 ‘1 < < 10 cv -
Step C and B are assumed to be effected by the scalar nralt.ip1ts which also couple
4zith fermioh bi—linears (adjoint scalars do not couple with fermion bi-iinears)1
In this setting we have - --
10 <v < - -
- - -
A () -
Also the suppression of flavour changing neutral currents puts lower bound for
-- A> (7)
III Fermion mass
We start the discussion on the fermion mass spectnim with the constraints
imposed by the mass of weak and SUH(4) gauge bosons. It should be notcd that
the scalar components which contribute to the fermion mass also contribute to the
gauge boson mass. Namely any V.E.V. of STJ(2) (SUT(4) ) non-singlet scalar
components contribute to the weak (SUT14) ) gauge boson mass and thus its value is
restricted. This observation greatly simplifies the analysis and we can easily
tell which fermions can be heavy or light. In a realistic model we would expect
that the mass matrix is so polarized that many or all of the aew fermions are
much heavier than familiar ones. We restate below the criteria3for extracting
heavy fermions in the present context.
-
Fermions can be heavy if thay are SU(2) singlet and. suH(4) con-singlet
or if bcth left- and right-handed parts arc SU(2) non-singlet and their fermion
bi-linears are SU(2) sigict and SUH(4) non-singlets.”
In practice our criteria presumably leads to the same conclusion as
H. Georgi’s but ours apply to any te of madels besides I) chiral model,
Its content becomes clearer once we write out fermion bi-linears and decompose
Z them with respect to SUH(4) x SU(S) as is presented in the Appendix. BY
making use of the table in the Appendix we obtain the following results,
flereáfter, in this sectionrnmibths, (l),(9}, et4 refer to those in the Appendix.
1. Fpi. (1=1 ‘‘io ,
F becomes heavy by acquiring a large Dirac and/or a Majorana mass through
scalar components nLurLbered as (1), (2), (4), (5), (9), (10) in the Appendix.
2
- j5 (s) - -
Through (12) ) and j obtain a large Dirac mass.
) t’ -/
3, tb,C
(6).gives a large Dirac mass for
At this stage all familiar fermions are massles To make them massive
SU(5) non—singlct scalar components should develop a small V.E.V. -
4. u, c, t, - - -
u, c, t, become massive through (7) and (8). - -
a, , 6, -
(11) makes them massive. If flavour raixings are neglected we recover the familiar
SU(S) mass relation
• (10)
‘7flç
6. )) •
These neutrinos are onehanded and do not have Dirac mass. We point out however
that they may acquire very small !ajorana masses through (3). ((3) is U(5) non-
singlet and its V.E.V. is small). The reason is the following. F1
iray acquire large Majoraria mass through (1) (2) (4) (5) (9) (10) and (3) causes
intxings among L ( I, ) and - - Then forgetting
about other possible mixings we have for example, a mass matrix , - -
0 c (ii)
‘m I’1
in (M) comes from (3) ( (1), (2), (4), (5), (9), (10),) and thus is small (can be
ve 1arge. If M > m V acquires a Majorana mass
-
- -
- If neutrino mass is less than 10ev, then
we obtain a lower bound for SUT1(4) gauge boson mass, ‘ 6 x l0’°Gev. In such
case all new fermions become superheavy with the mass around lO9Gev or larger.
9Next we comment on the scalars to be used To bieak SU(2) only S dim
iepresentation(with xespcct to STJ(S) sub—group) is used to maintain the normal
mixing relation between photon and neutral weak gauge boson. One result assoc—
iated with this choice is that the neutrinos are necessarily massive in this
model because, as the Appendix shows, the scalai component which is 5 dim with
respect to STJ(S) is not singlet with respect to STJ(4) and thus neutrinos always
mix with Es. Also it should be mentioned that 84 dim. scalar multiplet does not
couple with 84 x 84 fermion bi-linear and 36 dim. scalar multiplet does not couple
with 9 x 9 in case two 9s are identical Tius is due to the anti—commuting
natbre of fermion fields and is explained in ref [9]
We may, incidentally, turn around the way of thinking on creating fermion
mass and look for the possibility of cf creating it dynamically [10]. This
possibditv is not realized in an arbitiary model but inteestgly in this
particular model it is. One could forbid some of 9Rs to couple with 8’L’ so that
there is no direct coupling between left and right handed parts. Then such fermions
can become massive only through radiative corrections and it is luiown that the
radiative coriections can give sizeable contributions [10] This way of creating
mass is very attractive because it will naturally explain the smallness of ordinary
fermion masses. The actual imulementation of the idea is rather involved and will
be discussed elsewhere.
19
IV Asymptotic freedom and Renonnalization effects
-
We suninarize in this section the behaviour of the effective coupling
. In)
constants. Their behaviour depends on fl which is given at one loop level by
I = ng-c1+--r÷7c (Il-)
where
.
C, P and S denote gauge, fermion and scalar contributions respectively.
In our ntdel we have, neglecting scalars,
-
(SL)CJ) 1-
pSt1c3) -= —1
i cv’&E;) -ij
Three concnents are due.
- •
-
1. Without scalars Q.Cn). is asymptotically free, so is the entire theory in
the high energy limit. However, if scalars are included asymptotic freedom
is lost because 1050, 2520 or 3402 rust be introduced. So far as we have
--
- studied there is zio asymptotically free G.U.Th. based on the single group
with its rank larger than seven.
2. Crossing of coupling constants can take place. Suppose the breaking pattern
is stepwise -: -
SLJ(9) —? Si(s) x &P(4) x tJ(l) —. SU(3)x STJ(2) x &P(4) x U(l) x U(l)
and mass of S11ft4) gauge bosons is less than l00Gev then SU’k4) coupling constant
crosses with both S1P(3) and SIJ(2) coupling constants. Crossing has been noted in
SU(8) modá!3 There,STi1(3) coupling constant crosses with that of StJ(2) but not
S(F(3) . If the breaking pattern is
-
‘I
SU(9) —) SUC(3 X SU(6) ) SUC(3 X SU(2) X SU1T(4) X U(l) X U(l) (/s)
then suC(3) ni SU(2) cross each other
3 The prediction of mixing angle d (gluon coupling constant) at the
present enegy remains almost the same as that of SU(S) model even though
each effective coupling constant behaves significantly different from those of
SU(5)
j A
v charged Currents
The feature of G.U.Th. which is of great physical intereSt is the
àxistence of the processes which break both B (=baryon number) and L lepton
number). SU(S) model contains B-L conserving processes mediated by 44
charged super—heavy vector bosons and they lead to proton decay -. Also
it is hoped that they may explain the baryon number asymmetry in the universe
In our model new charged bosons and appear besides
ii
t - -
•
•
and . Their couplings with fermions turn out to be as follows
9r - 84.
PFjand/or jc7 • P1:10t, izjl,-t’d:
ZF1and/or 7f d7qL UI, ThLc
ucd..
ithere Ft 1, V. ci a.J it denot prm. J,fand €,fr.?,
VesPtpts(cts,b)8ndCU.Ct)s
respectively. And/or is due to the arbitrariness of particle and anti-particle
assignmeht. The above table shows the existence of new type of processes. - if
mediate AL = 2 process and 4 mediate B + L conserving and 4 L = 2
processes at the lowest order. These processes have been found in 513(8) model
[3] and also in S0(l8) and 13(8) models. We expect it to be a general feature
of G.U.Th. with a horizontal symmetry. These new processes may affect the
esttnate of B-asymetry [12] in the universe although we have not performed
numerical calculation.
13
‘j,r Sum’riary arid Comm nts
We discussed consc’qucnces of SUN) horkontal syuuaetry by taking
Frampton’s macic]. as an example. The model is similar to SU(8) model so far as
the charged current structure and the renormalization effects are concerned.
We have noted AL = 2 and B + L conserving processes. The difference shows up
in the fermion mass spectrum. SU(9) model has three light families whereas
SU(8) model contains five The model also pioictes the possibility of c1eaL1n
small Majorana mass for neutrinos and of creating light fermion masses dynamically.
Majorana mass of neutrino may resolve the problem of missing mass and in the
universe and dynamical creation of small mass would solve the problem of families
in a very appealing manner, even though it is achieved at the cost ‘of introducing
a local horizoi1tal symmetry and supernc y fcrmions The pictu e emergug from
the analysis is; there are superheavy hoso1i and fermions and their existence
is reflected on the light fermions and perhaps weak gauge bosoms in the form of
small masses, flavour mixlngs, Weinberg angle etc..
Our analysis is admittedly incomplete. In discussing symmetry breal?zing
and fermion mass spectium we assumed, without proof, that cei tair co9ipcncPts of
scalars develop suitable vacuum eectation values. This problem of gauge
hierarchy ecomes more difficult as we go to larger groups since the theory could
undergo multi-stage breaking. We would like to come back to the problem in the
future
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Appendix
L 9x9 = 36 ‘ 45
(4.1) (1.5)
(4.1) (6.1) [ii (4.5)[3]
(10.1) [2]
(L5) (1.10) -:
(1.15)
II. 84 x 84 = 84 ÷ 1050 + 2520 + 3402
(4.10) (6.5) (1.Tö) (4.1)
(6.5)[71(i0.5)[8] (4.10) (20.10) (1.10)
(ÔJO) (6.45) (10.45) (4.40) (20.40) (4.24) (1S10)
(6.50) (10.50) (4 .75)
(1.]0) (20.10) (6.10) (4.10)
(6.5) (1.15) (20.15) (6.40) (20.5)
(15.10)
(15.15)
(1,10) (1.1) (4.10)
(1.24)
(1.75)
:(4.1)
(10.1) [5]
III. 9x84 = 36+720
(4.10) (6.5) (1.iO) (4.1)
(4.1) (1.10) (4.5) (4.10) (6.1)[9]
(15.10) (10.5) (10.1)rio]
(1.5) (4.5)[ii] (6.1)[12] (1.10) (4.5)
(4.45) (6.24) (1.40)
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